
  

                                                                               
 

PRESS RELEASE 

        

2nd CHAIRMAN CUP INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CRICKET TOURNAMENT 
 

Islamabad, November 30, 2019:  2nd Chairman Tape Tournament was played amongst  

various departmental teams of NEPRA at the Islamabad National Cricket Ground, F-7/3 on 30th  

November, 2019; wherein four teams participated i.e NEPRA Sultans, NEPRA Tigers, NEPRA 

Gladiators & NEPRA Dolphins.  NEPRA organizes such events regularly with purpose(s) as under: 

 

i) To provide stress-free environment to NEPRA employees and their families;  

ii) To provide an environment where all the employees of NEPRA and their families can 

gather to enjoy a quality time together; 

iii) To ensure that NEPRA employees are healthy both mentally and physically; 

iv) To create a competitive environment by making teams from various departments of 

NEPRA; 

v) To provide each and every employee an equal opportunity to participate and perform 

irrespective of their Departmental positions/postings. 

 

2. The event was formally inaugurated by Chairman NEPRA, Mr. Tauseef H. Farooqi at 9:00 

am by setting the balloons free and playing the opening shot. The following four (04) teams 

participated in the event: 

i) NEPRA Sultans 

ii) NEPRA Tigers 

iii) NEPRA Dolphins 

IV) NEPRA Gladiators 

  
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 
 

3) Fun activities were also held for the families and kids and gifts were distributed to the kids 

by Member NEPRA, Mr. Rafique Ahmad Sheikh: 

 

 

 
 



 

4) On the basis of net run-rate, two teams, the NEPRA Sultans and Tigers reached the final, in 

which NEPRA Sultans stood winner while NEPRA Tigers remained the runner-up. The Chairman 

NEPRA distributed the prizes and trophies to the winner and runner-up teams as well as distributed 

shields and certificates to the organizers of the event. Mr. Mannan Hafeez was declared man of the 

match as well as tournament. The Winner-up trophy was received by NEPRA Sultan’s Mentor, Mr. 

Qamar Uz Zaman and Captain, Mr, Tufail Ahmad Memon 

 

 
 

 

5.) The Chairman NEPRA is his speech lauded the team spirit of the participating team and 

desired that such events will be held on regular basis so that the NEPRA employees shall deliver 

professionally with relax mind. He also thanked the Organizing Committee for holding such an 

amazing event.  

 
 

6.) The NEPRA Sultan celebrated the win. In the last, the Chairman NEPRA had a photo -shoot 

with the winning team: 

 

 



  

                                                                                  

 
 

 


